
 

 

 

 
 
Orient Star Adds New Dial Colours to its Modern Skeleton Line-up 
in its 10th Anniversary Year  

 
Orient Star has launched four new Modern Skeleton models. The Modern Skeleton is popular for 
its cutting-edge, contemporary design that reveals part of the mechanical movement through 
the dial. The new models pivot away from the stately colour scheme that the Modern Skeleton 
is known for, towards a more stylish look that colour-coordinates the dial with the bezel and 
case. 
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  Orient Star’s Modern Skeleton has been a bestseller around the world since its launch in 2014. 
Joining the collection in its 10th year, the new models are characterised by dial colours that 
complement the bezel and case. Whereas the previous models’ blue, green, and brown-
coloured dials contrasted with the case to emphasize the watch face, the tones of the new dial 
colours complement the metallic textures of the case and other parts of the watch. This creates 
visual harmony between the dial with its bold open work at 9, 2 and 6 o-clock, and the 
mechanical movement visible underneath. The result is a new aesthetic to the Modern 
Skeleton’s unique design that utilizes the movement to enhance the dial.  

 
Four new dial colours - silver, ivory, champagne, and black - bring a contemporary, stylish 

look to the Modern Skeleton. The silver-coloured dial visually ties together the stainless steel 
bezel and case to create a uniform, single-toned look, while the champagne and ivory dials 
provide a point of contrast to the stainless steel case and bracelet while complementing the 
yellow gold or pink gold-coloured bezels. The 10th anniversary all-black model, available in a 
limited edition of 600 pieces, is a first for the Modern Skeleton and lends an even more stylish 
look to the watch. 

 
Giving a new, light-hearted image to the Modern Skeleton, these new models are mounted 

with the automatic mechanical in-house calibre F6F44 offering stable accuracy of ＋25 seconds 
to－15 seconds per day and a power reserve of 50 hours. The beauty of the watch can be 
appreciated from both sides, the dial or see-through caseback, making this a truly attractive 
model for mechanical watch aficionados all over the world. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

RE-AV0123G    RE-AV0124G       RE-AV0125S        RE-AV0126B 
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     About Orient Star 
Capture your gaze. Reflecting the wonderous beauty of shining stars. Orient Star are superb 

timepieces, crafted by Japanese artisans since 1951.Orient Star continues to shine and innovate 
its technology as well as the design of its beautiful timepieces. Traditional skills to achieve 
intricate craftsmanship, in-house production system to create high-quality mechanical 
movements, and original designs, are all incorporated for these unique, made-in-Japan 
watches. Orient Star will continue to deliver these creations in Japan and throughout the world. 

 
A Short History 
1951 Orient Star is created. 
1957 Orient Star Dynamic* is launched with hour, minute, and second hands on the central 

axis of the watch. 
1971  The 46 series movement is created, combining both practicality and high accuracy. This 

formed the base movement of the Orient Star and Orient brand for 50 years.  
1991 Mon Bijou* is launched, a skeleton model of high-quality and aesthetic appeal.  
1996  The power reserve indicator, now an iconic feature of the brand, is integrated into the 

design.  
2017 Orient Watch Co. Ltd. merges with Seiko Epson Corporation, a company with a strong 

watchmaking heritage and focus on precision engineering. Both organisations share a 
vision for innovation and high-quality design and craftsmanship creating a strong 
foundation for the future growth of Orient Star. 

2017 The Mechanical Moon Phase, a cosmic timekeeper is launched as a symbol of this new 
collaboration. This marks a new era of watchmaking for Orient Star brand. 

2021 Orient Star celebrates its 70th anniversary. The Skeleton models are mounted with the 
latest movement with in-house developed silicon escape wheel for longer power reserve 
and beauty, incorporating design inspired by the vast universe. 

     *Currently not for sale. 
 
Discover more at our website and social media channels. 
 
 

― Product Specifications ― 

Collection Contemporary  

Series name Modern Skeleton 

Reference  RE-AV0123G RE-AV0124G RE-AV0125S RE-AV0126B 

Movement Automatic (with hand winding) mechanical in-house calibre F6F44 

Power reserve 50 hours 

Accuracy ＋25 seconds ～ －15 seconds per day 

https://corporate.epson/en/
https://orient-watch.com/
https://www.instagram.com/orientstar_global/
https://www.instagram.com/orientstar_global/
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Case material 

Stainless steel (rose 

gold colour plated 

bezel and crown) 

Stainless steel 

(gold colour plated 

bezel and crown) 

Stainless steel 
Stainless steel 

(black plated) 

Case size Height 49.0 mm / width 41.0 mm / thickness 12.0 mm 

Caseback ― 
Limited edition and 

serial number 
engraving 

Glass Front: Sapphire crystal (AR (anti-reflective) coating), back: crystal glass 

Bracelet 
Stainless steel (SUS316L) / trifold deployant buckle with push 

button / width 21 mm 

Stainless steel 
(SUS316L, black 
plated) / trifold 

deployant buckle 
with push button / 

width 21 mm 

Colour of dial Ivory Champagne Silver Black 

Limited edition ― 600 limited editions 

Other features 
Water resistance to 10 bar (100 m), power reserve indicator,  

second hand hacking, 24 jewels, Luminous Light, see-through exhibition caseback 
ENDS 


